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GREYHOUND RACING
NEARS FINISH LINE
IN FLORIDA

Greyhound racing | Getty Images
The Week in Review by Bill Finley
About 50 miles up I-95 from Gulfstream Park, Abbi=s Frontman
won the $100,000 Legacy Grand Championship Saturday night at
the Palm Beach Kennel Club, the richest race in the track=s
history. But this was not a night to celebrate. With the
conclusion of the card, there were only 18 days of racing left
until the greyhound track would be forced to close after
operating for some 90 years. In 2018, Florida voters approved
an amendment that made wagering on dog racing in the state
illegal, effectively banning the sport. It goes into effect Jan. 1.
It was the latest and most important victory to date by animal
rights activists who have been so successful in their efforts to
end the sport that it is close to extinction in the U.S. It is a story
of what they are capable of accomplishing and one
Thoroughbred racing can ill afford to ignore.
As recently as 2000, there were 45 dog tracks running in the
U.S. in 14 states. There were 17 tracks alone in Florida. Once the
Florida tracks close, there will be only four greyhound tracks left
in the U.S., two of which are slated to close at the end of 2022.
The last holdout will be West Virginia, which has two greyhound
tracks.
Cont. p3

KEENELAND DIGITAL PLATFORM
CONTINUES TO GROW by Jessica Martini
Keeneland, which debuted its first digital sale in June, will take
perhaps its biggest swing at the on-line platform Tuesday with a
December Digital Sale catalogue featuring some 70 offerings of
weanlings, yearlings, broodmares and broodmare prospects and
racing and stallion prospects.
AWe are very happy with what we came up with,@ Keeneland=s
Director of Sales Development Mark Maronde said of the
strength of the catalogue. AIt was kind of a surprise in that we
just finished the November sales and leading into this time of
year, we really didn=t know what we would get.@
In addition to a French-based group of offerings led by Group 1
producer Fancy Green (Fr) (Muhtathir {GB}), the December
catalogue includes mares who come into the on-line auction
with major updates. Cont. p5

IN TDN EUROPE TODAY
ODDS-DEFYING SHOW AT LONGINES HKIR
Sha Tin played host to the Longines Hong Kong International
Races on Sunday. Alan Carasso has the details. Click or tap
here to go straight to TDN Europe.
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2020 in Photos: May 16. After 18 months on the sidelines, champion Monomoy Girl
(Tapizar) returns a winner at Churchill. | Coady

CAL TRAINERS ISSUED CBD WARNING

6

A California Horse Racing Board notification warns trainers that
the use of CBD products in racehorses can lead to a positive
"for CBD and/or CBD metabolites in blood and urine.” As CBD is
currently unclassified in California, a positive would by default result
in a class 1, category A drug violation.

WHO’S YOUR PICK?
George Adams of Housatonic Bloodstock reveals his picks for
best incoming stallion of 2021.

8
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The Week in Review (cont. from p1)
Even Congress has gotten involved with the introduction of
H.R. 7826, the Greyhound Protection Act of 2020, which would
make it a federal crime to engage in commercial dog racing.
Within a few years, the sport will likely have disappeared all
together in this country
AThe animal rights people did away with the circus, they=ve
done away with us and they=re working on SeaWorld,@ said
Richard Winning, the CEO of Derby Lane in St. Petersburg. AThey
even were strong enough to get them to take the bars off the
front of the box of animal crackers. Animal rights issues are a big
thing, especially to the younger generations.@
In some ways, greyhound racing has been its own worst
enemy, providing plenty of ammunition for its critics. For
decades, thousands of healthy dogs were put down, sometimes
in a grisly manner, once their racing days ended. The same fate
often awaited other dogs who never made it to the racetrack. In
2002, the New York Times and others reported on the story of a
former security guard at a track in Pensacola, Florida who was
arrested for the killing of as many as 3,000 dogs. He reportedly
was paid $10 each for shooting them after they became too old
to race. In 2010, a trainer abandoned 37 dogs after his local
track=s season ended and 32 of them were later found dead
from starvation. As recently as September, two Iowa trainers
were banned after videos showed them training their dogs using
live rabbits as lures.
The greyhound industry has taken meaningful steps to make
sure that homes are found for retired dogs, but it has been a
case of too little too late.
AThe things we=re doing now with animal welfare we should
have been doing 20 years ago, 30 years ago, for that matter,@
said Jim Gartland, the executive director and secretary treasurer
of the National Greyhound Association and the former general
manager of Arapahoe Park, a Thoroughbred track in Colorado.
AIf we had done it then we might not be in the boat we are in
now. We should have been weeding out the bad apples,
including bad apples that operated the racetracks. That would
have gone a long way toward helping our cause.@
Dog racing=s biggest adversary has been the organization
Grey2K USA, which was founded in 2001 and whose mission is
Ato pass stronger greyhound protection laws and end the cruelty
of dog racing@ and says it has more than 250,000 supporters. It
recorded its first success in 2008 when Massachusetts voters
approved a ballot initiative to end greyhound racing in the state.
AIn our case we had the Humane Society and Grey2K fighting
us,@ Gartland said. AIt=s a lot easier to do that with a dog than a
horse. They=ll say >look at this poor dog, would you do this to
your pet?= The way social media is, it was easy for them to
spread misinformation. It=s so tough to fight that and you better
have answers and ammunition at the ready at all times.@
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After Massachusetts, one state after another started to fall.
According to the Grey2K website, greyhound racing is illegal in
41 states and 40 tracks have shut down since the organization
was formed.
It didn=t help that wagering on greyhound racing was declining
rapidly. Its fan base was growing older and casinos proved to be
stiff competition. Another factor was that many track owners
were more focused on casinos and alternate forms of gambling
than on dog racing, a problem that is familiar to everyone in
horse racing. The prevailing wisdom was that some track
operators hoped animal rights activists would succeed, which
would allow them to continue with their poker rooms,
simulcasting operations and, in some cases, slots, without having
to hold dog races.
AThe problem in Florida started when all the tracks wanted to
become casinos,@ said Jack Cary, a lobbyist for the greyhound
industry. AThey wanted to cut back on live racing and they didn=t
take care of their core business. They didn=t promote racing and
they didn=t change as everything around them changed.@
But ending greyhound racing in Florida looked like a hard
battle to win. The greyhound industry was firmly entrenched
there, seeped in history, and it was responsible for thousands of
jobs. After the bill to end the sport was introduced, greyhound
interests dug in for a fight.
AWe never thought this would happen in Florida,@ Gartland
said. AUp until the night before the election, before the first
votes came in, we were fairly confident that we had it won. All
the polls said that we did. We thought we were safe because of
the economic impact the sport had and the fact that we had the
agriculture side on our side. We had the support of the
fisherman, hunters, gun rights groups. The feeling was that if
they were going to eliminate dog racing then they could come
for hunters, for fishermen and all the rest. We were very
confident this wouldn=t happen to us and it sure as heck did. We
were stunned.@
The constitutional amendment--Amendment 13--passed by a
69-31 margin.
AYou go from being angry over the misinformation and the lies
and how they went about getting this done to the sadness of
realizing that 1,500 of your closest friends are going to be out of
a job,@ Gartland said. ASome of these people have been doing
this their whole lives and it is all they know. They forget about
the people side of this.@
With the closing of the tracks, there will be hundreds of dogs
that will need homes, but getting them placed is not expected to
be a problem.
AI assure you that every dog will find a home,@ said Sharon
Dippel, who runs GST Sunstate Greyhound Adoption.
Cont. p5
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Dippel continued, AWe haven=t had any problems with
adopting these dogs. They are a fabulous breed and they
acclimate very easily to home life. They are kind, affectionate,
not aggressive and bond to their owners. There won=t be any
problem getting them adopted out.@
As for Derby Lane, which opened in 1925 and was once
frequented by Babe Ruth while he was taking part in spring
training, the facility will remain open for poker and for
simulcasting. The Palm Beach Kennel Club, the only other track
in the state that is still running, will do the same. But for those
who have the sport in their blood like Derby Lane=s Winning, it
won=t be the same.
AIt=s sad to see it go,@ Winning said. AWe=ve been racing here
for 95 years. The greyhound is the only dog mentioned in the
bible. Yes, business has been dropping off slowly. I worry that
our sport and, for that matter, horse racing, is like the buggy
whip industry. Technology has passed us by. We still have the
simulcasting, so we will survive as a business. It=s just sad what
has happened. Nobody wanted to go out this way.@

Keeneland Digital Platform Continues to
Grow (cont. from p1)
Stakes-winning Surrender Now (Morning Line) (hip 44) is a
half-sister to recent GIII Bob Hope S. winner Red Flag (Tamarkuz)
and the 5-year-old is booked to Tamarkuz=s sire Speightstown
for 2021. Felicita (More Than Ready) (hip 22), who is offered in
foal to Not This Time, is a half-sister to this year=s GI Frizette S.
winner and GI Breeders= Cup Juvenile Fillies runner-up
Dayoutoftheoffice (Into Mischief).
AI think the November sales were maybe stronger than people
thought they would be under the circumstances and they saw
this [digital sale] as another opportunity,@ Maronde said. AAnd
then, with a horse like Surrender Now, she=s a 5-year-old mare,
they were probably go to breed her and the half-brother
jumped up and won impressively in California. I think it gave
them the option to test the market and see where it takes them.
They always have the option to buy her back and breed her, but
it was an opportunity that was probably too good to pass up.@
Maronde continued, AThere is a half-sister to
Dayoutoftheoffice in foal to Not This Time. I think Not This Time
earlier in the fall wouldn=t have been as hot. And then that filly
jumped up and won in New York and then came back and ran
second in the Breeders= Cup, probably it gave them a similar
opportunity to see if they could cash in. This would seem to be
the place to do it.@
The December catalogue also includes Westside Singer (Gone
West) (hip 47), dam of multiple graded stakes winner Secret
Message (Hat Trick {Jpn}); Meow (Gio Ponti) (hip 32), a half-
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sister to multiple graded winner Engage (Into Mischief); and
Frankly J=Ray (Frankel {GB}) (hip 23).

Surrender Now | Benoit
As the digital sales continue to gain in popularity, Maronde
expects more buyers and sellers to take advantage of the
timeliness of auctions outside the traditional sales calendar.
AI don=t think we are there yet, but I think the pandemic
moved this format along a lot quicker than we thought it
would,@ Maronde said. AWe thought this was going to be
something that people would have to be exposed to and it
would be slow going. So this being the third sale and to come up
with 70+ entries did kind of shock us a little bit. I think that=s
related to the pandemic and also an awareness that there is an
opportunity that doesn=t always have to follow the sales
calendar when you have a sale like this pop up.@
Nudged along by the travel restrictions caused by the global
pandemic, Keeneland unveiled its digital sales platform in June
with a pair of offerings bringing six figures, but with 18 of 31
horses failing to sell. The October sale was topped by a
$200,000 racing or broodmare prospect and only seven head
finding new homes.
AThe first [digital sale] we had to see where we were,@
Maronde said. AThe second one, we didn=t really know how
September [Yearling Sale] was going to play out and we wanted
to give sellers every opportunity to move product. So we had
that second sale taking horses who were RNAs out of the
yearling sales. More so than anything, that was the purpose of
the second sale. For this third one, we knew we needed to have
another sale. There was a consignment that approached us and
said they would like to try to have a digital sale focused around
the November sale time frame, so people could go to the farm
and look at horses and then be prepared to buy them on this
platform.@
Cont. p6
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From its initial season of three auctions, Maronde said he
expects the digital platform to only grow in 2021.
AWe will be making a bigger commitment to this in 2021,@ he
said. AWe will probably have seven or eight sales in the months
that we don=t have a live sale. And we will throw more resources
at it. This has been a learning exercise for us for all three sales.
We haven=t had the opportunity to focus on it as much as we=d
like. But this sale and the one in October were basically us trying
to be reactive to what we thought maybe was going to be a
need in the marketplace with the travel restrictions and a
perceived tough market to sell into. I think we learned that the
industry is pretty resilient and flexible. The online bidding at the
sales everywhere has been a lot stronger than anybody would
have thought. Videos are more in demand and more people will
be doing videos and there does seem to be less of a negative on
selling without being present on site. The big takeaway for all of
us in this is that we thought it would be a little bit harder to get
people to adjust to than it=s been.@
Bidding on the December sale offerings begins Tuesday
morning at 10 a.m. and bidding closes on lots every two minutes
beginning at 2 p.m.

CAL TRAINERS WARNED OFF CBD USE IN
HORSES by Dan Ross
The Cannabidiol (CBD) market is growing faster than a garden
weed, and as the vast roots of this multi-billion dollar industry
reach further into everyday life, it's hardly surprising that the
racing industry has had to take accommodating actions.
This can be evinced in a California Horse Racing Board (CHRB)
notification sent to trainers Friday, warning that use of these
CBD products can lead to a positive "for CBD and/or CBD
metabolites in blood and urine," and that, because CBD is
currently unclassified in California, a positive would by default
result in a class 1, category A drug violation.
AMy recommendation to the horsemen is do not use this
product on a racehorse that is going to be subject to testing,
which is basically all of them,@ CHRB equine medical director
Rick Arthur told the TDN. "The risk is so out of proportion to the
reward that it would be foolish to use this product on a
racehorse.@
Under CHRB rules, a class 1, category A violation can lead to a
minimum one-year suspension or a maximum three-year
suspension. It can also result in a minimum fine of $10,000 or
10% of the gross purse, or a maximum fine of $25,000 or 25% of
the purse.
The Association of Racing Commissioners International (ARCI)
currently classifies CBD as a lower class 3 category B penalty.

The CHRB will likely begin the process of updating the state's
rules to align with the ARCI's CBD classification early next year,
but because of California's Avery cumbersome administrative
law process,@ the formal adoption of those rules could take
another year, Arthur warned.
Until then, a CBD positive will remain a class 1, class A penalty.
Still, the stewards have the authority to "modify the penalty out
of any sense of fairness," Arthur said, pointing to language
pertaining to "mitigating circumstances" in the rules.
"I suspect that the ARCI has a penalty category B is a [possible]
mitigating circumstance," he added. "But that's not up to me,
that's up to the stewards."
Arthur declined to comment if Friday's notification was sent as
a result of any recent CBD positive finding awaiting adjudication,
but he added that up to this point in California, there has been
no formal complaint filed for a positive finding of either CBD or
Tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), the compound in cannabis that
creates a psychoactive "high."
"This has always surprised me because marijuana is commonly
used on the backside," Arthur said.
While derived from both marijuana and industrial hemp
plants, CBD is not responsible for any psychoactive effect.
Cont. p7
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Nevertheless, while CBD products are required to contain less
than 0.3% THC, lack of regulatory oversight means that some
CBD products contain much more THC than that. The ARCI
designates a CBD product with more than 0.3% THC as a class 1,
category A substance.

Rick Arthur | Horsephotos
The purported benefits from CBD use in horses include
treatment of inflammation, ulcers, laminitis, colic, and
decreased anxiety. However, "None of these claims are
substantiated with independent, peer reviewed research in the
horse," according to a Racing Medication & Testing Consortium
(RMTC) cannabidiol bulletin from last year.
Among some of the findings in published literature, CBD has
been shown to help ameliorate the pain of osteoarthritis in dogs
and ease anxiety in humans. One recent study out of Colorado
found a potential correlation between CBD use in dogs and
reduced seizure frequency.
In terms of its potential performance enhancing effects--a
loaded term with all sorts of broadly applicable connotations-the U.S. Equestrian Federation (USEF) Equine Drugs and
Medications Rules prohibit CBD and CBD metabolites in
competition.
"CBD, both natural and synthetic forms, are likely to affect the
performance of a horse due to its reported anxiolytic effects,"
the federation wrote last year. Anxiolytic effects are those
related to anxiety and stress reduction. "This substance is no
different than legitimate therapeutics that effect mentation and
behavior in horses."
According to Mary Scollay, RMTC executive director and chief
operating officer, there are any number of studies currently
underway, including on horses, digging down into what medical
properties CBD actually has.
"As it stands right now, there is no scientific basis for use in the
horse," said Scollay. As the scientific literature continues to pour
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in, "we might have to revisit the classification," she said, but
added that she wouldn't expect any such reclassification "to
change much."
Experts point to the wild west nature of the CBD market at
present, with much variability in purity, strength, and safety of
these products. A recent study out of Europe found that more
than two-thirds of the 14 CBD products tested contained
concentrations that differed by more than 10% from the label.
As such, in its bulletin the RMTC offers no recommended
withdrawal times.
"Bad guidance is worse than no guidance," said Scollay.
The CHRB notification to trainers states how CBD and its
metabolites can be detectable for 72-96 hours after ingestion by
the horse, though it provides no indication of dose. According to
Arthur, the 72-96 hour designation comes from a study that will
be ready for publication early next year.
Arthur said that he is unaware of how widely used CBD
products are on the backstretch. Scollay said that when she was
working as Kentucky Horse Racing Commission equine medical
director, CBD products were starting to become aggressively
marketed,@ and I was getting lots of calls, people were asking
lots of questions about it."

Mary Scollay | The Jockey Club photo
Scollay warned, too, of the increasing popularity of horse
bedding made from hemp plants, and the residual risk of
contamination.
"The question there is of the potential for exposure, and is
that sufficient to generate a positive CBD test?" Scollay said. "I
have heard that at least one project has indicated that that is
the case."
"The all-natural aspect of it, some people equate that to
benign," Scollay said, of CBD products in general, "and that's not
a logical leap."
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As we approach the end of the calendar, we turn our attention
to the incoming sire class of 2021. We asked several judges who
their favorite incoming sire is for next year and if there are any
other stallions, new or otherwise, that have caught their eye as
under-the-radar picks.
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I=m not the only one who has noticed that he=s achieved great
stats with very mediocre mares (7.4% stakes winners to runners
and 16.8% black-type horses to runners, including four top-class
graded horses, all from mares good for just a 1.01 CI) and there
are some very sharp people going in big on him this year. With
better-bred crops in the pipeline, he could be the next one on
that Kantharos/Munnings trajectory as far as commerciality and
stud fee.

Jimmy Creed | Spendthrift photo

Housatonic Bloodstock=s George Adams gives his top sire picks
for 2021. | Courtesy George Adams

Thank you to the breeders and agents who have participated in
our ongoing >Who=s Your Pick= series this week. Did you miss a
few responses? You can catch up on the entire series here.

GEORGE ADAMS, Housatonic Bloodstock
Instagrand (Into Mischief), $7,500, Taylor Made
Of the first-years, Instagrand is a really interesting horse and
priced competitively at $7,500 at Taylor Made. If he=d retired
after his first two starts, folks would have knocked him on
soundness but they=d have bred to him because of that brilliance
and the Into Mischief factor, and his fee would=ve been higher.
Nothing he did after that changes anything about his juvenile
campaign, and physically he's a beast. Plus, Into Mischief has
only gotten hotter. I think the commercial market will really love
him, even without Larry Best supporting him strongly at the
sales.
Jimmy Creed (Distorted Humor), $10,000, Spendthrift
I was a huge Jimmy Creed fan last year at $15,000, and
Spendthrift knocked him down even more this year to $10,000. I
think that makes him hands-down the best value in Kentucky
this year--we will book more mares to him than anything else
this year.
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FROM A GREAT PHIPPS FAMILY:
2 ND DAM IS

HEAVENLY PRIZE

A++
$1,050,000

OBS March 2YO purchase

GSW on dirt and turf
G1 KENTUCKY DERBY

Finished just behind Triple Crown champion Justify,
Eclipse 2YO champion Good Magic, and G1 winner Audible
Ran the fastest final quarter-mile of the four

G1 MANHATTAN S. winner

Final quarter-mile in :22.31

FOR 2021

ARCH - ENHANCING, BY FORESTRY

AVAILABLE FOR INSPECTION / $12,500 S&N
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PURSE INCREASE AT FAIR GROUNDS
Fair Grounds Race Course & Slots, crediting strong simulcast
handle, has announced a 10% across-the-board purse increase.
AWe=re extremely excited to announce a 10% increase to our
daily purse structure,@ Fair Grounds= racing secretary Scott Jones
said. ABased on the strong early handle returns and continued
support from our owners and horsemen, we are in a position to
raise purses.@
As a result of the increase, which will go into effect for
condition book #3 (which starts Jan. 1), purses on allowance
races will be bumped up $3,000, while all other races will
receive a $2,000 hike. Maiden special weight races will now be
worth $50,000. The purse increase includes both open races and
Louisiana-bred races.
Entries for the Jan. 1 card will be drawn Dec. 26.

© Copyright Thoroughbred Daily News.
This newspaper may not be reproduced in any form or by any
means, electronic or mechanical, without prior written permission
of the copyright owner, MediaVista. Information as to the
American races, race results and earnings was obtained from
results charts published by The Jockey Club Information Services
and utilized here with their permission.

2020 in Photos: May 23. Winner Maxfield (Street Sense) and the rest of the field pass empty seats at Churchill in the GIII Matt Winn S. | Coady

In the last

years,

with a boutique

stable operation...

BODEXPRESS

winner of the

Clark S.

PAOLA QUEEN

winner of the

Test S.

GRAND TITO

winner of the

Mac Diarmida S.
GRAND BILI

winner of the

Dania Beach S.
CARACARO

runner-up in the

Travers S.

BODEXPRESS

runner-up in the

Florida Derby
MAJESTO

runner-up in the

Florida Derby

Kentucky Derby Kentucky Oaks
participants participant

BODEXPRESS
and his groom after
winning the G1 Clark S.

LET’S WIN TOGETHER.
NOW ACCEPTING CLIENTS.
For more info, contact Gustavo Delgado
(786) 603 - 6387 | gdsracing@gmail.com

way around. No excuses today. I just had to get the job done.@
Click for the Equibase.com chart or VIDEO, sponsored by FasigTipton.

BAY RIDGE S., $93,000, Aqueduct, 12-13, (S), 3yo/up, f/m,
1 1/8m, 1:56.54, ft.
1--LUCKY MOVE, 125, m, 6, Lookin At Lucky--Quiet Mover, by
Quiet American. ($57,000 Ylg '15 FTKOCT). O-Ten Strike
Racing; B-Maltese Cross Stables & Stonegate Stables LLC (NY);
T-Juan Carlos Guerrero; J-Kendrick Carmouche. $55,000.
Lifetime Record: 32-7-7-4, $429,759.

2--Mrs. Orb, 121, m, 5, Orb--Gypsy Angel, by Silver Train.
($30,000 2yo '17 OBSOPN). O-Ruggeri Stable, Richard Coburn,
Script R Farm & Michael Miceli; B-Rhapsody Farm LLC (NY);
T-Michael Miceli. $20,000.

Lucky Move | Coglianese

Go to the Bank with Brocklebank
3--Singular Sensation, 121, f, 4, Mineshaft--Saratoga Summer,
by Smart Strike. O/B-William Parsons Jr. & David S. Howe (NY);
T-Mark A. Hennig. $12,000.
Margins: HF, 1HF, 3/4. Odds: 1.20, 1.15, 4.30.
Also Ran: Firenze Freedom. Scratched: Kilkea, Sky Kitten.
Lucky Move, a $30,000 claim by Ten Strike Racing last April,
missed by a nose to re-opposing Mrs. Orb in this event last year
and picked up her first stakes win with a 42-1 upset of the
Obeah S. June 17 at Delaware. Off the board in the GII Delaware
H., GIII Shuvee S. and Lady=s Secret S., she annexed the New
York-bred Empire Distaff H. last out Oct. 24 at Belmont and was
made a narrow second choice in this four-horse field. Tracking
from a ground-saving third as Singular Sensation sauntered
through an easy opening quarter, the bay dropped back to last
as the pace picked up down the backstretch. Awaiting room on
the far turn, she slipped into the three path soon after
straightening for home and finished fast in the last sixteenth to
just tag fractional chalk Mrs. Orb on the wire.
AI had that nose in mind from last year when I lost this race
[last year],@ said winning rider Kendrick Carmouche. AI knew it
was going to be slow up front. I just had to sit, wait and bide my
time. My horse ran very well. [Trainer] Juan Carlos Guerrero had
this horse ready to run. You don=t worry about [the pace]. You
just got to sit and wait as long as you can and let them run home
the last eighth of a mile. She had me in a good spot the whole

IN ORDER OF PURSE:
4th-Aqueduct, $80,000, Msw, 12-13, 2yo, 1 1/8m, 1:53.14, ft,
2 1/4 lengths.
RISK TAKING (c, 2, Medaglia d=Oro--Run a Risk {MSP,
$205,744}, by Distorted Humor) made no impact in his first two
outings, finishing seventh going six furlongs on the Belmont dirt
Oct. 10 and sixth over yielding local turf Nov. 14. Taking some
money at 59-10 while adding blinkers, the $240,000 Keeneland
September buy traveled in fourth at the fence behind splits of
:24.55 and :49.73, split horses in the two path midway around
the far bend, tipped into the clear at the head of the lane and
powered past dueling leaders just inside the eighth pole en
route to a 2 1/4-length success. Rock Sugar (Frosted) completed
the exacta. The victor has a yearling half-brother by Gun Runner
who sold to Barton Hall Bloodstock for $300,000 at KEESEP and
his dam produced a filly by the same sire this term before being
bred to Arrogate. Sales History: $240,000 Ylg '19 KEESEP.
Lifetime Record: 3-1-0-0, $45,030. Click for the Equibase.com
chart or VIDEO, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.
O-Klaravich Stables, Inc.; B-G. Watts Humphrey (KY); T-Chad C.
Brown.
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3rd-Los Alamitos, $43,000, Msw, 12-13, 3yo/up, f/m, 6f,
1:09.01, ft, 4 lengths.
AS TIME GOES BY (f, 3, American Pharoah--Take Charge Lady
{Broodmare Of The Year, MGISW, $2,480,377}, by Dehere),
third after a hesitant break debuting at 4-5 Aug. 23 at Del Mar,
was runner-up at 7-10 when off slowly again Oct. 18 at Santa
Anita. Hammered down to 3-5 to make amends here, the dark
bay was away near the back of the pack once more and settled
in a wide fifth behind a :22.20 quarter. Picking up the leaders
quickly four deep approaching the lane, she took charge outside
the furlong grounds and scooted clear to a four-length
graduation. Eyes Open (Street Sense) held on for second. The
victress is a half to Will Take Charge (Unbridled's Song), Ch.
3-year-old Colt, MGISW, $3,924,648; and Take Charge Indy (A.P.
Indy), GISW, $1,103,496. Lifetime Record: 3-1-1-1, $42,800.
Click for the Equibase.com chart or VIDEO, sponsored by FasigTipton.
O-Michael B. Tabor, Mrs. John Magnier & Derrick Smith;
B-Orpendale & Chelston (KY); T-Bob Baffert.
5th-Los Alamitos, $43,000, Msw, 12-13, 2yo, f, 1m, 1:35.58, ft,
3 lengths.
MOONLIGHT D'ORO (f, 2, Medaglia d=Oro--Venetian Sonata, by
Bernardini) finished well to be second when crushed to 3-5 on
debut Aug. 2 at Del Mar and dropped a spot off a brief layoff
there Nov. 7. Sent off at 9-10 in this two-turn bow, the $620,000
Keeneland September purchase tracked close second choice
Frosteria (Frosted) from third through a :23.41 quarter and
:47.36 half. Challenging the pacesetter passing the three-furlong
marker, she started to get the better of her rival threesixteenths out and drew clear late for a sharp three-length
score. Frosteria was easily second best. The winner=s dam foaled
a colt by Justify this term before being returning to the winner=s
sire. Sales History: $620,000 Ylg '19 KEESEP. Lifetime Record:
3-1-1-1, $43,040. Click for the Equibase.com chart or VIDEO,
sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.
O-MyRacehorse.com & Spendthrift Farm LLC; B-Stonehaven
Steadings (KY); T-Richard E. Mandella.

11th-Gulfstream, $40,000, Msw, 12-13, 2yo, f, 5fT, :56.90, fm,
2 lengths.
PHANTOM VISION (f, 2, Declaration of War--Zucchini Flower
{MSW, $248,665}, by Flower Alley) was runner-up debuting
over this distance at Gulfstream West Nov. 20 and drilled a halfmile over the local main track in :47 flat (2/92) Dec. 5 in the
interim. Made the public=s 17-10 choice, the homebred broke
alertly and tracked a loose leader from second through a salty
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:21.36 quarter. Overhauling the pacesetter easily inside the fivesixteenths pole, the blaze-faced chestnut skipped clear entering
the final furlong and stayed in charge to the wire for a twolength triumph. Firster Spill the Tea (Ironicus) ran on well to just
miss second and was elevated into the exacta due to Reinagol
(Shanghai Bobby) drifting into her path. The winner=s dam was
bred to Blame this spring. Lifetime Record: 2-1-1-0, $31,200.
Click for the Equibase.com chart or VIDEO, sponsored by FasigTipton.
O/B-Albert Frassetto (KY); T-Michael J. Maker.
5th-Turfway, $32,000, Msw, 12-12, 3yo/up, 6f (AWT), 1:10.61,
ft, 3 3/4 lengths.
NOREN (g, 4, Into Mischief--Royale Harbor, by Rockport
Harbor) flashed speed before finishing a well-beaten sixth on
debut for Tim Yakteen Oct. 4 at Santa Anita and was third after
dueling on a quick pace for this barn Nov. 11. Knocked down to
9-10 favoritism here, the gelding made the point early, but was
soon confronted and sparred through a :22.60 quarter.
Discarding his pace rival on the top half of the turn, he saw off a
brief bid from Sag Harbor (Palace) nearing the lane and went
clear in the stretch to score by 3 3/4 lengths. Well-bet firster
Mount Kenya (Animal Kingdom) edged Sag Harbor for the place.
The winner has a yearling half-sister by Unified and his dam
produced a Practical Joke colt this season before visiting Good
Samaritan. Sales History: $100,000 Ylg '17 KEESEP. Lifetime
Record: 3-1-0-1, $28,200. Click for the Equibase.com chart or
VIDEO, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.
O-Cuyathy LLC; B-Marvin Little (KY); T-William E. Morey.

MY SISTER PEARL S., (NB) $51,300, Charles Town, 12-12, (S),
3yo/up, f/m, 1 1/8m, 1:55.81, ft.
1--STAR OF NIGHT, 121, f, 3, Creative Cause--Splendiferous
Moon, by Malibu Moon. O-Huntertown Farm LLC; B-Heinz J.
Steinmann (WV); T-Jeff C. Runco; J-Arnaldo Bocachica.
$30,780. Lifetime Record: MSW, 8-6-2-0, $157,780.
2--Bridging the Gap, 123, f, 4, Fiber Sonde--Seetsang, by
Fusaichi Pegasus. O/T-John D. McKee; B-Don E. Cain (KY).
$10,260.
3--See Ya Manana, 123, m, 5, Creative Cause--Ms Manana, by
Graeme Hall. O-Huntertown Farm LLC; B-Heinz Joseph
Steinmann (WV); T-Jeff C. Runco. $5,643.
Margins: HF, 8HF, 2 1/4. Odds: 0.60, 2.00, 30.40.
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ALLOWANCE RESULTS:
8th-Aqueduct, $84,000, (NW2$X)/Opt. Clm ($62,500), 12-13,
3yo/up, f/m, 1m, 1:38.62, ft, 3 1/4 lengths.
UJJAYI (f, 4, Smarty Jones--Ocean Road, by War Front) Lifetime
Record: SW & GSP, 18-4-4-3, $281,090. O/B-T. L. Wise (PA);
T-Michael J. Maker.
7th-Laurel, $53,508, (NW1X)/Opt. Clm ($62,500), 12-13, 2yo,
1m, 1:38.38, ft, 2 1/4 lengths.
HELLO HOT ROD (c, 2, Mosler--Hello Now, by Tiznow) Lifetime
Record: 3-2-1-0, $58,941. O-BTR Racing, Inc. & Dark Horse
Racing LLC; B-Hillwood Stables, LLC (MD); T-Brittany Russell.
*$10,000 Ylg '19 EASOCT. **1/2 to Hello Beautiful (Golden Lad),
MSW, $317,110.

7th-Fair Grounds, $48,000, (NW1X)/Opt. Clm ($17,500), 12-13,
3yo/up, 1 1/16m, 1:44.35, ft, 5 1/2 lengths.
BLACKBERRY WINE (c, 3, Oxbow--Classicism, by A.P. Indy)
Lifetime Record: 11-2-1-3, $125,647. O/B-Calumet Farm (KY);
T-Joe Sharp.
9th-Gulfstream, $43,100, (NW2$X)/Opt. Clm ($62,500), 12-13,
3yo/up, 6f, 1:09.93, ft, 1 length.
FROSTED GRACE (c, 4, Mark Valeski--Class {MSW & GSP}, by
Thunder Gulch) Lifetime Record: 21-3-8-5, $186,363. O-Reeves
Thoroughbred Racing & William Branch; B-Brereton C. Jones
(KY); T-Katherine Ritvo. *$14,000 RNA Wlg '16 KEENOV; $10,000
Ylg '17 KEESEP. **1/2 to Stag Nation (Running Stag), SP,
$224,398.

7th-Turfway, $36,105, (C)/Opt. Clm ($50,000), 12-12, 3yo/up,
f/m, 1m (AWT), 1:37.77, ft, 2 3/4 lengths.
LUNA FORTIS (f, 4, Will Take Charge--Alec's Moon {SW,
$125,930}, by Malibu Moon) Lifetime Record: 22-5-3-4,
$145,067. O-Contreras Stable Inc.; B-Machmer Hall (KY);
T-Cipriano Contreras. *$160,000 Ylg '17 KEESEP.

8th-Remington, $34,694, 12-12, (NW2X), 3yo/up, f/m, 1m,
1:39.51, ft, 2 lengths.
ALTERNATIVE SLEW (f, 4, Alternation--Imadancingslew, by
Evansville Slew) Lifetime Record: MSW, 16-6-4-3, $328,158.
O/B-Walter M. Jones (OK); T-Randy Oberlander.
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7th-Charles Town, $29,000, 12-12, (NW1X), 3yo/up, 1 1/16m,
1:47.72, ft, 1/2 length.
FINAL SAY (g, 4, Violence--Holy Princess, by Holy Bull) Lifetime
Record: 16-4-3-3, $113,820. O-James C. Wolf; B-Nancy L.
Terhune & Ernest C. Frohboese (WV); T-Anthony Farrior.
*$90,000 Ylg '17 KEESEP; $470,000 2yo '18 OBSMAR. **1/2 to
Aspenglow (Lion Hearted), MSW & GSP, $465,698; and Silver
Heart (Lion Hearted), MSW, $596,824.

ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNERS:
Malibu Beauty, f, 2, Buffum--Slow and Steady, by Malibu Moon.
Laurel, 12-13, (WC), 6f, 1:12.17. B-ZWP Stable & Non Stop
Stable (MD). *$45,000 RNA Ylg '19 EASOCT. **1/2 to Steady
Warrior (Cherokee's Boy), MSW, $253,876; Steady N Love (Not
For Love), SW, $241,305; Lucky in Malibu (Lookin At Lucky),
MSP, $224,368; and Hanky Doodle (Cherokee's Boy), MSP,
$206,762.

No Change, g, 2, Fiber Sonde--Looks Like Trouble, by Indian
Charlie. Charles Town, 12-12, (S), 4 1/2f, :54.05. B-John McKee
(WV).
Halfglamorous, f, 2, Half Ours--Glamoride (MSP, $201,720), by
Ide. Fair Grounds, 12-13, (S), 6f, 1:12.77. B-Scott Gruender
(LA).
Chess's Dream, c, 2, Jess=s Dream--Achalaya, by Bellamy Road.
Gulfstream, 12-13, (S), 7 1/2fT, 1:30.14. B-Loren Nichols (FL).
*$20,000 Ylg '19 OBSWIN; $25,000 Ylg '19 FTKJUL. **1/2 to
Casa Creed (Jimmy Creed), GSW & GISP, $460,508.
***Seventh winner for freshman sire (by Curlin).

Draw the Line, g, 3, Broken Vow--Pure Sarah, by Pure Prize.
Hawthorne, 12-13, 1m 70y. B-E. H. Beau Lane (KY). *$200,000
Ylg '18 KEESEP; $22,000 3yo '20 FTKHRA.
Mi Lia, f, 3, Liaison--Mi Isabella (MSW, $195,725), by Twilight
Agenda. Fair Grounds, 12-13, (S), 1mT, 1:41.74. B-Cypress
Bend Farm (LA). *$12,500 RNA 2yo '19 TTAAPR. **Full to Pont
Du Gard, GSP, $170,295.
Gurl You Fine, f, 3, Super Saver--Conkate (SW, $224,723), by
Exchange Rate. Remington, 12-12, 6 1/2f, 1:19.57. B-WinStar
Farm, LLC (KY). *$15,000 Ylg '18 KEESEP.
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FOAL NOMINATIONS DEADLINE EXTENDED TO FEBRUARY 28, 2021
Nothing demonstrates the quality of your foal like a Breeders’ Cup nomination. Your investment today pays off with
over $31 million in prizes and awards each year. And your support provides our industry with its year end showcase,
the Breeders’ Cup World Championships. Any 2020 foal that wasn’t nominated by October 15 can now be nominated
for a one-time fee of $1,500 by February 28, 2021 and receive nomination for its entire racing career. This will be the
last time you can nominate before the fee increases to $12,000 as a two-year-old. It pays to nominate early!

BREEDERS’ CUP WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
14 Championship races • $31 Million in Purses and Awards
November 5-6, 2021, Del Mar Thoroughbred Club, CA
November 4-5, 2022, Keeneland, KY

NOMINATE YOUR FOAL NOW AND ENJOY SUCCESS TOMORROW

M E M B E R S . B R E E D E R S C U P . C O M

·

8 5 9 · 5 1 4 · 9 4 2 3

BCNOMINATIONS@BREEDERSCUP.COM · 215 W. MAIN STREET, SUITE 250, LEXINGTON, KY USA 40507
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ALTERNATION, Alternative Slew, f, 4, o/o Imadancingslew, by
Evansville Slew. ALW, 12-12, Remington
AMERICAN PHAROAH, As Time Goes By, f, 3, o/o Take Charge
Lady, by Dehere. MSW, 12-13, Los Alamitos Thoroughbred
BROKEN VOW, Draw the Line, g, 3, o/o Pure Sarah, by Pure
Prize. MSW, 12-13, Hawthorne
BUFFUM, Malibu Beauty, f, 2, o/o Slow and Steady, by Malibu
Moon. WMC, 12-13, Laurel
CREATIVE CAUSE, Star of Night, f, 3, o/o Splendiferous Moon, by
Malibu Moon. My Sister Pearl S., 12-12, Charles Town
DECLARATION OF WAR, Phantom Vision, f, 2, o/o Zucchini
Flower, by Flower Alley. MSW, 12-13, Gulfstream
FIBER SONDE, No Change, g, 2, o/o Looks Like Trouble, by Indian
Charlie. MSW, 12-12, Charles Town
HALF OURS, Halfglamorous, f, 2, o/o Glamoride, by Ide. MSW,
12-13, Fair Grounds
INTO MISCHIEF, Noren, g, 4, o/o Royale Harbor, by Rockport
Harbor. MSW, 12-12, Turfway
JESS'S DREAM, Chess's Dream, c, 2, o/o Achalaya, by Bellamy
Road. MSW, 12-13, Gulfstream
LIAISON, Mi Lia, f, 3, o/o Mi Isabella, by Twilight Agenda. MSW,
12-13, Fair Grounds
LOOKIN AT LUCKY, Lucky Move, m, 6, o/o Quiet Mover, by
Quiet American. Bay Ridge S., 12-13, Aqueduct
MARK VALESKI, Frosted Grace, c, 4, o/o Class, by Thunder
Gulch. AOC, 12-13, Gulfstream
MEDAGLIA D'ORO, Moonlight d'Oro, f, 2, o/o Venetian Sonata,
by Bernardini. MSW, 12-13, Los Alamitos Thoroughbred
MEDAGLIA D'ORO, Risk Taking, c, 2, o/o Run a Risk, by Distorted
Humor. MSW, 12-13, Aqueduct
MOSLER, Hello Hot Rod, c, 2, o/o Hello Now, by Tiznow. AOC,
12-13, Laurel
OXBOW, Blackberry Wine, c, 3, o/o Classicism, by A.P. Indy.
AOC, 12-13, Fair Grounds
SMARTY JONES, Ujjayi, f, 4, o/o Ocean Road, by War Front. AOC,
12-13, Aqueduct
SUPER SAVER, Gurl You Fine, f, 3, o/o Conkate, by Exchange
Rate. MSW, 12-12, Remington
VIOLENCE, Final Say, g, 4, o/o Holy Princess, by Holy Bull. ALW,
12-12, Charles Town
WILL TAKE CHARGE, Luna Fortis, f, 4, o/o Alec's Moon, by
Malibu Moon. AOC, 12-12, Turfway
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As Time Goes By (American Pharoah) earns her diploma
for Coolmore and Bob Baffert at Los Alamitos
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FOR SECOND STRAIGHT
YEAR, LONGINES HKIR PROVE
ODDS-DEFYING SHOW

SODASHI SCORES UNIQUE WIN IN HANSHIN
JUVENILE FILLIES by Heather Anderson
White wonder Sodashi (Jpn) (Kurofune) became the first of
her colour to score at the highest level in Japan with a narrow
win in the G1 Hanshin Juvenile Fillies on Sunday. Deep Impact
(Jpn)=s Satono Reinas (Jpn) was only a nose behind in third with
Uberleben (Jpn) (Gold Ship {Jpn}) a neck back in third.
The crowd=s pick at 2-1, the undefeated filly balked a bit prior
to entering the stalls, but soon settled in fifth as Yoka Yoka (Jpn)
(Squirtle Squirt) cut out moderate fractions of :23.20 and :46.80,
with the first 1000 metres in :58.70. Sodashi was poised to make
her bid and edged closer to the head of affairs on the far turn.
She had to wait for a gap, but soon bulled her way through in
upper stretch. Satono Reinas rallied up on her inside with less
than 50 metres remaining, but Sodashi won the bob and
defended her perfect record. Uberleben made a late run on the
winner=s outside, but was also thwarted. Cont. p10

IN TDN AMERICA TODAY
HKJC CEO Winfried Engelbrecht-Bresges | HKJC photo

GREYHOUND RACING NEARS FINISH LINE IN FLORIDA

by Alan Carasso
Hong Kong was in the throes of massive social unrest at the
time of the 2019 Longines Hong Kong International Races,
protests had taken place at the Chinese University of Hong Kong
literally steps away from Sha Tin Racecourse, and the city bore
the scars of the same. The tension was palpable, yet the Hong
Kong Jockey Club staged a successful renewal of the races, so
successful, in fact, that record turnover of HK$1.71 billion was
realised.
Only weeks after, Hong Kong was enveloped in the global
pandemic, a situation that demanded decisive action, given its
proximity within hundreds of kilometres of the reported centre
of the COVID-19 outbreak in Wuhan. The BMW Hong Derby
meeting, the FWD Champions Day meeting, the regular
Wednesday evening gatherings at Happy Valley--none of them
was canceled, albeit they took place with attendance that
sometimes did not reach four figures. But the show went on, as
did Sunday=s renewal of the HKIR, with no patrons on hand, but
with a trio of overseas-based winners, whose connections
jumped through all the pandemic-related hoops to take part in
what the HKJC proudly calls the >Turf World Championships.=
Cont. p2

In the latest The Week in Review, Bill Finley investigates the end
of greyhound racing in Florida. Click or tap here to go straight
to TDN America.
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Longines HKIR Cont. from p1
AIt is important to have these global events. We are very proud
that as a team, we pulled this off,@ said Winfried EngelbrechtBresges, the chief executive officer of the HKJC. AYou can have
all the processes but, in the end, are you able to pull this off?
And people say, >If there=s one organisation in Hong Kong to pull
this off, that=s the Jockey Club. And we hope that this gives an
example of how maybe other sports can do this.@
A year after Japanese runners took down three of the four
events, Normcore (Jpn) (Harbinger {GB}) and Danon Smash
(Jpn) (Lord Kanaloa {Jpn}) scored upsets in the G1 Longines Hong
Kong Cup and G1 Longines Hong Kong Sprint, respectively, while
Mogul (GB) (Galileo {Ire}) gave his sire, Ballydoyle and trainer
Aidan O=Brien a third victory in the G1 Longines Hong Kong Vase.
And Golden Sixty (Aus) (Medaglia d=Oro) completed his ascent
to the top of the local ranks with a stirring success in the G1
Longines Hong Kong Mile.
Sunday=s meeting was unlikely to produce the same financials
seen last year, as the day=s turnover of HK$1.462 billion was
down by HK$250 million (14.6%). No racecourse cross-betting
was permitted and all off-course betting branches in Hong Kong
remain closed due to the pandemic. But there was little to
suggest Club officials were the slightest bit disappointed.
ALast year we had HK$331 million cash bet in off-track betting
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centres, today we had [HK$2 million], so naturally you cannot
compensate,@ Engelbrecht-Bresges told South China Morning
Post. AIn the overall picture, that=s not the focus of the day and if
you are still able to operate in such a challenging situation at
around 87-90% of your revenue, I think it=s again a wonderful
example that investing heavily in technology has helped us keep
the revenue at this level.
AIf you look at the event today, it went to absolute perfection,@
Engelbrecht-Bresges continued. AWe have clear guiding
principles and with daily assessment, practically from the start
of the year, we have managed this crisis and created a Racing
Bubble. Everybody bought into this and I want to give credit to
the whole team for pulling this off.@

Normcore Gives Purton Nifty Nine Internationals...
On some levels, it=s been a frustrating season for Zac Purton,
who has been fighting an uphill battle with Joao Moreira while
in search of a fourth straight jockeys= premiership. Purton, who
thought he=d secured the ride on Normcore (Jpn) (Harbinger
{GB}) only to have connections opt for Christophe Soumillon,
produced the 5-year-old mare down the centre of the course to
best defending champion Win Bright (Jpn) (Stay Gold {Jpn}) and
become the first female winner of the race since Snow Fairy (Ire)
(Intikhab) in 2010. Cont. p3
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Longines HKIR Cont.
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Magical (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}) battled on for third. Purton=s ninth
HKIR victory broke a tie with Gerald Mosse to become the alltime winning jockey on Hong Kong=s biggest day.
AIt=s something I=m very proud of, it=s a great achievement,@
said Purton, who also took home a cheque for HK$500,000 at
Wednesday=s Longines International Jockeys= Championship at
Happy Valley. ATo also now be the only jockey to win the full set
of international races twice is also for myself somewhat
rewarding. Hopefully, I can just can continue to have luck at this
meeting going forward.@
With rides like the one he put on Normcore, that will no doubt
be happening. Purton settled the gray mare behind midfield
covering Magical as 2017 Cup upsetter Time Warp (GB)
(Archipenko) led from Japan=s third Cup hope Danon Premium
(Jpn) (Deep Impact {Jpn}). Purton slipped his mount just a bit of
rein while tracking Win Bright around the turn, switched her to
the outside, struck the front four off the inside with less than
100 metres to race and edged clear. Japan have won the Cup
four times since 2015.
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AShe [Normcore] had to fight for it,@ Purton, who regained the
mount when Soumillon failed to clear quarantine Thursday, said
of the 2019 G1 Victoria Mile winner. AWin Bright gave a really
sharp kick and his love for Sha Tin was starting to show through.
But she was determined and inch by inch, she just kept putting
herself in the frame.@
Of third-placed Magical, Ryan Moore said: AThere was a lack of
pace so therefore I couldn=t go where I wanted to go. She ran
well.@ Cont. p4
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Pedigree Notes
Normcore is one of five Group 1 winners for her sire, towering
winner of the 2010 G1 King George VI & Queen Elizabeth S.,
whose daughter Deirdre (Jpn) will be covered by Galileo (Ire) in
her first year at stud, it was revealed Sunday. Normcore, whose
dual Group 1-winning half-sister Chrono Genesis (Jpn) (Bago
{Fr}) is possible for the G1 Arima Kinen, has a 2-year-old halfbrother by 2016 Hong Kong Cup winner Maurice (Jpn) that
fetched -52 million ($479,440) from Kaneko Makoto as a
yearling at last year=s JRHA Select Sale and a weanling half-sister
by the leading Japanese first-crop sire.
Sunday, Sha Tin, Hong Kong
LONGINES HONG KONG CUP-G1, HK$28,000,000
(,2,719,596/i2,982,832/A$4,816,012/US$3,612,093), Sha Tin,
12-13, 3yo/up, 2000mT, 2:00.50, gd.
1--NORMCORE (JPN), 122, m, 5, by Harbinger (GB)
1st Dam: Chronologist (Jpn), by Kurofune
2nd Dam: In This Unison (Jpn), by Sunday Silence
3rd Dam: Rustic Belle, by Mr. Prospector
(-22,000,000 Ylg >16 JRHAJUL). O-Seiichi Iketani; B-Northern
Racing; T-Kiyoshi Hagiwara; J-Zac Purton; HK$15,960,000.
Lifetime Record: G1SW-Jpn, 17-7-1-3, HK$43,466,640. *1/2 to
Chrono Genesis (Jpn) (Bago {Fr}), MG1SW-Jpn, $5,245,766.
Click for the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree. Werk Nick
Rating: F.
2--Win Bright (Jpn), 126, h, 6, Stay Gold (Jpn)--Summer Eternity
(Jpn), by Admire Cozzene (Jpn). O-Win Co. Ltd; B-Cosmo View
Farm; T-Yoshihiro Hatekeyama; J-Masami Matsuoka;
HK$6,160,000.
3--Magical (Ire), 122, m, 5, Galileo (Ire)--Halfway to Heaven
(Ire), by Pivotal (GB). O-Derrick Smith, Mrs John Magnier &
Michael Tabor; B-Orpendale, Chelston & Wynatt; T-Aidan
O=Brien; J-Ryan Moore; HK$2,800,000.
Margins: 3/4, NO, 1 1/4. Odds: 9-1, 9-1, 19-10.
Also Ran: Danon Premium (Jpn), Furore (NZ), Dances With
Dragon (NZ), Skalleti (Fr), Time Warp (GB). Click for the
HKJC.com chart, PPs and sectional timing. VIDEO. Click for the
free Equineline.com catalog-style pedigree.

Golden Sixty Assumes The Crown...
To the extent that a horse sporting a record of 13 wins from 14
starts had something to prove, consider it mission accomplished
for Golden Sixty (Aus) (Medaglia d=Oro), who made light work of
a good field to assume the mantle of Hong Kong=s pin-up horse
with a slashing victory in Sunday=s G1 Longines Hong Kong Mile.
Cont. p5
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field before allowing Golden Sixty to improve three furlongs
down. Knowing the response he gets when he hits the
The honest Southern Legend (Aus) (Not A Single Doubt {Aus})
accelerator, Ho got Golden Sixty into the clear, hit the front with
was home just ahead of defending champ Admire Mars (Jpn)
his irresistible burst at the furlong grounds and whooshed clear
(Daiwa Major {Jpn}) in second.
>in full beast mode= in the words
AI was worried about the horses
of commentator Mark
from Japan and Ireland but now,
McNamara. His final 400 metres
after this race, he has shown me
was clocked in :22.05, last 800 in
that he=s a champion,@ said
:44.55 and, going back to the sixtrainer Frances Lui, winning his
furlong mark, a freakish 1:06.99.
first HKIR race at his seventh
AI just let him slide through
attempt.
from the 600 [metres] and it only
Homegrown rider Vincent Ho is
took him a few strides to almost
the only jockey to sit on Golden
get to them,@ said Ho. AI tried to
Sixty=s back and dropped last
save him until I let him down and
year=s champion 4-year-old and
when I asked for him, he did it
Classic series sweep out to the
really well, he gave me a really
latter third of the field as Ka Ying
big effort.@
Star (GB) (Cityscape {GB})
When asked about any possible
Golden Sixty >in full beast mode= | HKJC photo
showed the way from Admire
overseas targets for Golden Sixty,
Mars, who had little choice but to
Lui said: ANot this season.
roll forward from gate 10. The opening 800 metres was up in a
Because of the virus, we=ll keep him in Hong Kong this season.@
moderate :47.94, but Ho was keeping his powder dry back in the
The world will just have to wait. Cont. p6
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Pedigree Notes
Bred on the exact same cross as American Grade I winners
Elate and New Money Honey and the cross over Forty Niner
responsible for dual champion Songbird, Golden Sixty is the 26th
worldwide top-level winner for Medaglia d=Oro. Golden Sixty has
an unraced 3-year-old half-brother named Rainbow Connection
(Aus) (Choisir {Aus}) and a yearling half-sister to Capitalist (Aus)
that is consigned as lot 336 to next month=s Magic Millions Gold
Coast Yearling Sale. Having missed to Medaglia d=Oro=s son
Astern (Aus) in 2017 and to Trapeze Artist (Aus) (Snitzel {Aus}) in
2020, Gaudeamus was bred to Vancouver (Aus) on a late
October cover. Read more on Golden Sixty=s pedigree and
upbringing here.
Sunday, Sha Tin, Hong Kong
LONGINES HONG KONG MILE-G1, HK$25,000,000
(,2,426,394/i2,662,282/A$4,299,260/US$3,225,227), Sha Tin,
12-13, 3yo/up, 1600mT, 1:33.45, gd.
1--GOLDEN SIXTY (AUS), 126, g, 5, by Medaglia d=Oro
1st Dam: Gaudeamus (GSW-Ire, $179,846),
by Distorted Humor
2nd Dam: Leo=s Lucky Lady, by Seattle Slew
3rd Dam: Konafa, by Damascus
1ST GROUP 1 WIN. (A$120,000 Ylg >17 MMGCYS; NZ$300,000
2yo >17 NZBRTR). O-Stanley Chan Ka Leung; B-Asco
International Pty Ltd (Qld); T-Francis Lui; J-Vincent Ho;
HK$14,250,000. Lifetime Record: Ch. 4yo-HK, 15-14-0-0,
HK$52,845,600. *1/2 to Igitur (Aus) (Helmet {Aus}), SP-Aus.
Werk Nick Rating: A+++. *Triple Plus*. Click for the
eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree.
2--Southern Legend (Aus), 126, g, 8, Not A Single Doubt (Aus)-Donna=s Appeal (Aus), by Carnegie (Ire). (A$280,000 Ylg >13
INGEAS). O-Boniface Ho Ka Kui; B-Corumbene Stud (NSW);
T-Caspar Fownes; J-Karis Teetan; HK$5,500,000.
3--Admire Mars (Jpn), 126, c, 4, Daiwa Major (Jpn)BVia Medici
(Ire), by Medicean (GB). (-52,000,000 Ylg >17 JRHAJUL).
O-Junko Kondo; B-Northern Farm; T-Yasuo Tomomichi; J-Ryan
Moore; HK$2,500,000.

Margins: 2, NK, NK. Odds: 3-10, 30-1, 22-5.
Also Ran: Waikuku (Ire), Beauty Generation (NZ), Order of
Australia (GB), Mighty Giant (NZ), Ka Ying Star (GB), Simply
Brilliant (GB), Romanised (Ire). Click for the HKJC.com chart, PPs
and sectional timing. VIDEO. Click for the free Equineline.com
catalog-style pedigree.

Like Father, Like Son...
Here is a fact, plain and simple. Horses that elect to ship in to
take on Hong Kong=s best in the G1 Longines Hong Kong Sprint
generally fail. Only four horses have managed the feat since
1999--Falvelon (Aus) (2000, 2001); J J the Jet Plane (SAf) (Jet
Master {SAf}); and the best of the lot, Lord Kanaloa (Jpn) (2012,
2013). Danon Smash (Jpn), eighth, but not beaten far after a
slow start in last year=s race, gave Japan its first winner on
Sunday=s HKIR program, overcoming a wide gate and tricky trip
to cause a 21-1 boilover.
Drawn next to the river at the 1200-metre start, Danon Smash
was rousted along by Ryan Moore to gain some sort of early
position and landed midfield, three deep with cover on the back
of Computer Patch (Aus) (Exceed and Excel {Aus}), as Big Time
Baby (Ire) (Dandy Man {Ire}) led at triple-digit odds. Wide, but
with Computer Patch still playing windshield, Danon Smash
peeled out into the clear off the second corner, raced on his
incorrect lead into the final furlong and kicked home strongly
once switching legs to be along in time. Nine-year-old Jolly
Banner (Aus) (Lonhro {Aus}) and 7-year-old Rattan (NZ)
(Savabeel {Aus}) rounded out the minors, while market leaders
Classique Legend (Aus) (Not A Single Doubt {Aus}) and Hot King
Prawn (Aus) (Denman {Aus}) failed to land a blow. Cont. p7
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Sunday, Sha Tin, Hong Kong
LONGINES HONG KONG SPRINT-G1, HK$22,000,000
(,2,135,036/i2,341,961/A$3,783,349/US$2,838,187), Sha Tin,
12-13, 3yo/up, 1200mT, 1:08.45, gd.
1--DANON SMASH (JPN), 126, h, 5, by Lord Kanaloa (Jpn)
1st Dam: Spinning Wildcat, by Hard Spun
2nd Dam: Hollywood Wildcat, by Kris S.
3rd Dam: Miss Wildcatter, by Mr. Prospector
1ST GROUP 1 WIN. O-Danox Co Ltd; B-K I Farm; T-Takayuki
Yasuda; J-Ryan Moore; HK$12,540,000. Lifetime Record:
MGSW & MG1SP-Jpn, 22-10-3-1, HK$44,645,990. Werk Nick
Rating: C. Click for the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree.

Danon Smash (red cap) | HKJC photo

2--Jolly Banner (Aus), 126, g, 9, Lonhro (Aus)--Valkyrie Diva
(Aus), by Jade Robbery. (A$300,000 Ylg >13 INGEAS). O-Mr &
Mrs Kenny Cheng Tsin Ki; B-Makybe Racing & Breeding (Vic);
T-Ricky Yiu; J-Mickael Barzalona; HK$4,840,000.

Longines HKIR Cont.
AI think when he got the draw we were all possibly a bit
worried and we needed to see what happens and thankfully
everything worked his way and we just had a bit of luck and
everything worked out nicely,@ said Moore, who was bagging a
seventh HKIR, best of any international rider, and has now won
each of the races at least once. AHe stepped very well and we
managed to slot into a lovely spot, I was always happy and when
the pace steadied around the bend, I was able to just move out
and keep moving forward and he got there in plenty of time,@
Moore added.
A multiple group winner at home, Danon Smash most recently
reprised his role as runner-up in the G1 Sprinters= S., trailing only
the country=s top sprinter/miler, Gran Alegria (Jpn) (Deep
Impact {Jpn}).

Pedigree Notes...
It=s been another banner season for Lord Kanaloa, whose twotime G1 Japan Cup-winning daughter Almond Eye (Jpn) is a good
pick to be named Japanese Horse of the Year for the second
time in three seasons. Danon Smash is the fifth Group 1 winner
for the 12-year-old stallion and is out of a winning daughter of
U.S. Eclipse Award winner Hollywood Wildcat (Kris S.), the dam
of GI Breeders= Cup Mile hero War Chant (Danzig), GSW &
MGI/1SP Ivan Denisovich (Ire) (Danehill), SW & GSP Ministers
Wild Cat (Deputy Minister) and SW/GSP Double Cat (Storm Cat).
Danon Smash=s 2-year-old full-sister Flying Barrel (Jpn) was a
maiden winner at third asking at Kyoto Oct. 18 and Spinning
Wildcat is the dam of a yearling full-sister to Danon Smash and a
weanling full-brother.

3--Rattan (NZ), 126, g, 7, Savabeel (Aus)--Grand Princess (Aus),
by Last Tycoon (Ire). (NZ$150,000 Ylg >15 NZBJAN). O-Wong
Ting Bor; B-M H S & S H R Davidson & Mrs M P Schick;
T-Richard Gibson; J-Chad Schofield; HK$2,200,000.
Margins: HF, NK, NO. Odds: 21-1, 83-1, 22-1.
Also Ran: Wishful Thinker (Aus), Fat Turtle (Aus), Computer
Patch (Aus), Hot King Prawn (Aus), Voyage Warrior (Aus),
Amazing Star (NZ), Stronger (Aus), Classique Legend (Aus), Big
Party (Aus), Tower of London (Jpn), Big Time Baby (Ire).
Click for the HKJC.com chart, PPs and sectional timing. VIDEO.
Click for the free Equineline.com catalog-style pedigree.

A Third Vase for Ballydoyle...
While he may have been fractionally disappointing last time
when only fifth in the GI Breeders= Cup Turf, Mogul (GB) (Galileo
{Ire}) was anything but in Sunday=s G1 Longines Hong Kong Vase,
as he raced right past pacesetting favourite and 2018 champ
Exultant (Ire) (Teofilo {Ire}) in the final 300 metres en route to a
convincing victory. Columbus County (NZ) (Redwood {GB}),
perhaps Hong Kong=s stayer of the future, ran on to finish a nonthreatening third. It was a third win in the Vase since 2015 for
Team Ballydoyle, whose globetrotting Highland Reel (Ire)
(Galileo {Ire}) sandwiched victories in 2015 and 2017 around a
runner-up effort in 2016.
Looking to improve on his third in defence of his title last year,
Exultant jumped straight into the bridle for Zac Purton, but
when Chefano (SAf) (Silvano {Ger}) did not roll forward, the
rising 7-year-old was committed to a front-running try. More
effective when given something to chase, Exultant did not go
overly hard, but at the same time, did not settle into a rhythm
and pulled against Purton. Cont. p8
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(3,400,000gns Ylg >18 TATOCT). O-Michael Tabor, Derrick
Smith & Mrs John Magnier; B-Newsells Park Stud; T-Aidan
O=Brien; J-Ryan Moore; HK$11,400,000. Lifetime Record:
G1SW-Fr, GSW-Eng & Ire, 11-5-1-1, HK$15,723,660. *Full to
Secret Gesture (Ire), GSW & MG1SP-Eng, G1SP-Ger & Fr,
GISP-US, $746,427; Maurus (GB) (Medicean {GB}), MSW &
MGSP-Aus, $510,297; Sir Isaac Newton (GB), GSW-Ire, SW-Eng,
GSP-Aus, $405,120; Japan (GB), Hwt. 3yo-Eng & Ire at 9.5f-11f
& 11-14f, Hwt. 3yo-Eur at 9.5-11f, G1SW-Eng & Fr, $2,039,233.
Click for the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree. Werk Nick
Rating: A.

Mogul returning following the Vase | HKJC photo

Longines HKIR Cont.
Mogul, second last and outside of Columbus County early,
inched up into midfield traveling comfortably and was ready to
strike turning for home. Exultant turned them in, but Mogul was
doing much the better work, confronted the favorite and pulled
away to win with a fair bit of authority.
AToday, the race worked out nicely for him, he=s beaten a
really solid yardstick in Exultant,@ Moore said of the G1 Grand
Prix de Paris hero. AHe [Exultant] always seems to consistently
perform to the same level and never seems to run a bad race
around here. He=s put them away very nicely.@

2--Exultant (Ire), 126, g, 6, Teofilo (Ire)--Contrary (Ire), by Mark
of Esteem (Ire). O-Eddie Wong Ming Chak & Wong Leung Sau
Hing; B-Ballygallon Stud; T-Tony Cruz; J-Zac Purton;
HK$4,400,000.
3--Columbus County (NZ), 126, g, 5, Redwood (GB)--Spirit of
Sandford (NZ), by Kilimanjaro (GB). (NZ$33,000 Ylg >17
NZBFEB). O-Mr & Mrs Hamen Fan Shi Hoo, Alex Fan Chen Yen
& Christina Fan Chen Mun; B-D W Mayers & Mrs S J Taylor;
T-Caspar Fownes; J-Joao Moreira; HK$2,000,000.
Margins: 3, HF, 2HF. Odds: 8-5, 7-10, 13-2.
Also Ran: Ho Ho Khan (NZ), Playa del Puente (Ire), Chefano (SAf),
Royal Julius (GB). Click for the HKJC.com chart, PPs and
sectional timing. VIDEO. Click for the free Equineline.com
catalog-style pedigree.

Pedigree Notes
At 3.4 million gns, Mogul was the second-priciest purchase out
of the 2018 Tattersalls October Sale, no real surprise given the
racetrack success of his full-siblings Japan (GB), Sir Isaac Newton
(GB) and Secret Gesture (Ire). As if his first dam weren=t enough
to recommend him, Mogul=s champion second dam was
responsible for G1 Prix de l=Arc de Triomphe hero Sagamix (Fr)
(Linamix {Fr}), fellow champion and G1SW Sagacity (Fr) (Highest
Honor {Fr}) and GSW Sage Et Jolie (Linamix {Fr}), the dam of
G1SW and French highweight Sageburg (Ire) (Johannesburg).M
V Magnier bought Mogul=s yearling full-sister for a sales-topping
3.4 million gns this year at Tattersalls.
Sunday, Sha Tin, Hong Kong
LONGINES HONG KONG VASE-G1, HK$20,000,000
(,1,941,120/i2,129,056/A$3,438,840/US$2,580,090), Sha Tin,
12-13, 3yo/up, 2400mT, 2:27.21, gd.
1--MOGUL (GB), 121, c, 3, by Galileo (Ire)
1st Dam: Shastye (Ire) (SP-Eng), by Danehill
2nd Dam: Saganeca, by Sagace (Fr)
3rd Dam: Haglette, by Hagley

WALK IN THE PARK FOALS PROVIDE
FIREWORKS AT TATTERSALLS IRELAND
Two Walk In the Park (Ire) foals provided the joint secondhighest price since 2015 for the Tattersalls Ireland National Hunt
Sale, which continued on Sunday. Lot 440, from Yellowford
Farm, caught the eye of Mags O=Toole and Aiden Murphy, who
shelled out €100,000. Later in the session, that price was
equaled by a filly by that same sire also from Yellowford who
was sold to Glenvale Stud as lot 476. The same sire and
consignor consigner also teamed up for lot 471, another colt,
who also went to Mags O=Toole and Aiden Murphy.
A total of 197 horses sold (x%) on Sunday for an aggregate of
€4,817,550. The average was €24,455 (+11%) and the median
was €19,000 (+6%).
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FIRST-SEASON SIRES
WITH RUNNERS
Monday, Dec. 14, 2020:
UNITED KINGDOM
Adaay (Ire) (Kodiac {GB}), Whitsbury Manor Stud
95 foals of racing age/23 winners/0 black-type winners
17:00-KEMPTON PARK, 7f, DAMA BIANCA (GB)
10,000gns RNA Tattersalls December Foal Sale 2018; ,17,000
Tattersalls Ireland Ascot Yearling Sale 2019
17:00-KEMPTON PARK, 7f, RAINBOW SIGN (GB)
Flintshire (GB) (Dansili {GB}), Hill 'n' Dale Farms
99 foals of racing age/5 winners/0 black-type winners
16:00-KEMPTON PARK, 11f, GLOUCESTERSHIRE
$145,000 Keeneland Association November Breeding Stock Sale
2018; 78,000gns Tattersalls October Yearling Sale 2019 - Book 1
The Last Lion (Ire) (Choisir {Aus}), Kildangan Stud
43 foals of racing age/5 winners/0 black-type winners
17:00-KEMPTON PARK, 7f, DUBAI TIGRESS (GB)
20,000gns RNA Tattersalls October Yearling Sale 2019 - Book 4
Lucky Lion (GB) (High Chaparral {Ire}), Gestut Graditz
12 foals of racing age/0 winners/0 black-type winners
16:00-KEMPTON PARK, 11f, LORCA (Ger)
i21,000 Baden-Baden Sept. Yearling Sale 2019; 95,000gns
Tattersalls Guineas Breeze-Up Sale 2020

Mehmas sired his 52nd winner, I Am Magnetic (Ire), at Pisa on Sunday
Tally-Ho Stud

Markaz (Ire) (Dark Angel {Ire}), Derrinstown Stud
78 foals of racing age/8 winners/0 black-type winners
17:00-KEMPTON PARK, 7f, TATABOQ (Ire)
7,500gns Tattersalls August Horses-in-Training Sale 2020
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17:00-KEMPTON PARK, 7f, TWENTYSHARESOFGREY (GB)
10,000gns Tattersalls December Foal Sale 2018; 5,000gns
Tattersalls October Yearling Sale 2019 - Book 3
Mehmas (Ire) (Acclamation {GB}), Tally-Ho Stud
146 foals of racing age/52 winners/4 black-type winners
17:00-KEMPTON PARK, 7f, DECADENT (Ire)
,150,000 Goffs UK Premier & Silver Yearling Sale 2019
Twilight Son (GB) (Kyllachy {GB}), Cheveley Park Stud
122 foals of racing age/22 winners/1 black-type winner
17:00-KEMPTON PARK, 7f, PLEINMONT (Ire)
6,000gns Tattersalls December Foal Sale 2018; i17,000
Tattersalls Ireland September Yearlings 2019

ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNERS:
Vanitas (GB), f, 2, Dutch Art (GB)--Romantic Settings (GB)
(GSP-Eng), by Mount Nelson (GB). Lingfield, 12-13, 7f 1y
(AWT), 1:25.77. B-Elwick Stud (GB).

Saturday=s Result:
PREMIO U.N.I.R.E.-Listed, €42,900, Napoli, 12-12, 3yo/up,
2250mT.
1--ALDRODOVAR (ITY), 121, c, 3, Lord Chaparral (Ire)
1st Dam: Alabama Blues (Ire), by Desert King (Ire)
2nd Dam: Alabama (Ire), by Bluebird
3rd Dam: Allons Enfants, by Spend a Buck
1ST BLACK-TYPE WIN. O-Razzia Latina SAS. B-Antonietta Ruzzu
(Ity). T-E. Botti. J-Dario di Tocco. €16,575. Lifetime Record:
10-3-3-1, €64,215.
2--Unique Diamond, 123, h, 5, English Channel--Diamond
Dilemma (Ire), by Sinndar (Ire). ($1,500 Ylg >16 FTKOCT).
O/T-Societa Al M.S. SRL di Salvioni. B-Calumet Farm (KY).
€7,293.

3--Time to Choose (GB), 126, h, 7, Manduro (Ger)--Penfection
(Ire), by Orpen. O-Effevi SRL. B-Razza Del Velino SRL (GB). T-A.
Botti. €3,978.
Margins: HF, 2 1/4, 1. Odds: 8.08, 2.98, 0.40.
Also Ran: Bridge Battlango (Ire), Frozen Juke (Ire), Style Setter
(Fr), Full of Lying (Ire).
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ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNERS:
Bilandy (GB), f, 2, Adaay (Ire)BShowstoppa (GB), by Showcasing
(GB). Varese, 12-9, Mdn. (€8.8k), 1950mT. O-Scuderia Emme
International. B-Whitsbury Manor Stud (GB). T-Cristiano David
Fais. *23rd winner for her freshman sire (by Kodiac {GB}).
**£35,000 Ylg >19 GOFAUG; 6,000gns HRA >20 TATOCT. ***2
to Avengers Queen (GB) (Brazen Beau {Aus}), SW-Ity.
Sidebyside (Ire), f, 2, Markaz (Ire)BCorrect (GB), by Oasis Dream
(GB). Napoli, 12-12, Vnd. (€6.6k), 1500mT. O-Giovanni
Publiese. B-Centro Equino Arcadia SRL (Ire). T-Mario Massimi.
*€5,000 Ylg >19 SGASEP. **8th winner for her freshman sire
(by Dark Angel {Ire}).
I Am Magnetic (Ire), g, 2, Mehmas (Ire)--Lilium (GB) (MSW &
GSP-Eng), by Nashwan. Pisa, 12-13, Mdn. (€13.2k), 1200mT.
O-Scuderia Sagam SRLS. B-Ringfort Stud & Tally-Ho Stud (Ire).
T-Renato Gia Discepolo. *€9,500 RNA Ylg >19 GOFOCT;
30,000gns 2yo >20 TATJUN; 22,000gns HRA >20 TATOCT.
**52nd winner for his freshman sire (by Acclamation {GB}).

IN UAE:
Harbour Spirit (Fr), g, 4, Charm Spirit (Ire)--Save Me the Waltz
(Fr), by Halling. Abu Dhabi, 12-13, Hcp. (AED100k), 2200mT,
$2:17.32. O-Ahmed Al-Qaftan. B-SARL De Chambure Haras
d=Etreham & SARL Riviera Equine (Fr). T-Jaber Ramadhan.
*€48,000 Wlg >16 ARQDEC; €46,000 Ylg >17 ARQOCT; €50,000
2yo >18 ARQMAY; 35,000gns HRA >19 TATOCT. **1/2 to
Dealbata (Ire) (Dubawi {Ire}), SW-Fr, SW & GSP-US, $190,417.

G1 Hanshin Juvenile Fillies Cont. from p1
Fellow late runner Meikei Yell (Jpn) (Mikki Isle {Jpn}) let down
at the end as well, which was good for fourth, another halflength back. Yoka Yoka was a staying on fifth.
AGoing into the race as favourite was a bit of a load, but I=m
thrilled with the outcome,@ said pilot Hayato Yoshida. AShe hated
to even go near the gate but I=m relieved that all went well and
that we were able to be positioned just as I hoped. The going
affected her good turn of foot but she gave all she had. There is
room for improvement, and I hope we can get her ready for
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next year=s Classics.@
Sodashi first surfaced with a win in an 1800-metre juvenile
newcomer race at Hakodate in July, and she progressed to land
the G3 Sapporo Nisai S. in a snappy 1:48.2, a new record, on
Sept. 5. In her latest effort prior to Sunday=s contest, the white
filly blitzed a mile in the G3 Artemis S., covering the 1600 metres
in 1:34.90.

Pedigree Notes
The sixth Group 1 winner for her former Japanese Champion
3-Year-Old sire, Sodashi was already the 18th group winner and
35th black-type winner. The four-time winner Buchiko, herself a
half-sister to Japanese MSW Yukichan (Jpn) (Kurofune), was a
fan favourite during her racing days partially due to her uniquely
marked coat, and Sodashi is her first foal. She has a yearling fullsister to Sunday=s Hanshin Juvenile Fillies heroine and a
weanling by leading Japanese freshman sire Maurice (Jpn).
Yukichan is the granddam of MGSW Meikei Yell (Jpn) (Mikki Isle
{Jpn}), while fourth dam Storm and Sunshine (Star de Naskra)
won the GII Test S. and was a half-sister to GSW Smile Again
(Wild Again), SW & MGSP Halo Sunshine (Halo), and SW & MGSP
Montecito (Seeking the Gold).

Sunday, Hanshin, Japan
HANSHIN JUVENILE FILLIES-G1, -125,120,000
(US$1,202,769/£909,405/€993,143), Hanshin, 12-13, 2yo, f,
1600mT, 1:33.10, fm.
1--SODASHI (JPN), 119, f, 2, Kurofune
1st Dam: Buchiko (Jpn), by King Kamehameha (Jpn)
2nd Dam: Shirayukihime (Jpn), by Sunday Silence
3rd Dam: Wave Wind, by Topsider
1ST GROUP 1 WIN. O-Makoto Kaneko Holdings; B-Northern
Farm (Jpn); T-Naosuke Sugai; J-Hayato Yoshida. -66,274,000.
Lifetime Record: 4-4-0-0. Werk Nick Rating: F. Click for the
eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree.
2--Satono Reinas (Jpn), 119, f, 2, Deep Impact (Jpn)
1st Dam: Balada Sale (Arg), by Not For Sale (Arg)
2nd Dam: La Balada (Arg), by Confidential Talk
3rd Dam: La Baraca (Arg), by Mariache II (Arg)
(-100,000,000 Wlg =18 JRHAJUL). O-Satomi Horse Company;
B-Northern Farm (Jpn); -26,364,000.
3--Uberleben (Jpn), 119, f, 2, Gold Ship (Jpn)
1st Dam: Meine Theresia (Jpn), by Roses in May
2nd Dam: Meine Nouvelle (Jpn), by Brian=s Time
3rd Dam: Meine Pretender (NZ), by Zabeel (NZ)
O-Thoroughbred Club Ruffian; B-Big Red Farm (Jpn);
-16,182,000.
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Margins: NO, NK, HF. Odds: 2.20, 3.40, 29.00.
Also Ran: Meikei Yell (Jpn), Yoka Yoka (Jpn), Opal Moon (Jpn),
Geraldina (Jpn), Salvia (Jpn), Aoi Gold (Jpn), Luxon (Jpn), A Shin
Hiten (Jpn), Ringoame (Jpn), Win Aglaia (Jpn), Infinite (Jpn),
Namura Meter (Jpn), Hula Liona (Jpn), Shigeru Pink Dia (Jpn),
Paul Neyron (Jpn).
Click for the JRA chart & video or the free Equineline.com
catalogue-style pedigree.
Sunday, Nakayama, Japan
CAPELLA S.-G3, ¥68,820,000 (US$661,561/£500,202/€546,260),
Nakayama, 12-13, 3yo/up, 1200m, 1:09.80, gd.
1--JUSTIN (JPN), 128, c, 4, Orfevre (Jpn)
1st Dam: Synesthesia, by Gone West
2nd Dam: Honest Cause, by Giant's Causeway
3rd Dam: Quite Honestly, by Believe It
1ST GROUP WIN. O-Yoshio Oda; B-Reiji Amaba (Jpn); T-Yoshito
Yahagi; J-Ryusei Sakai. ¥36,574,000. Lifetime Record: 20-8-2-0.
Click for the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree. Werk Nick
Rating: A+.
2--Red le Zele (Jpn), 123, c, 4, Lord Kanaloa (Jpn)--French Noir
(Jpn), by French Deputy. O-Tokyo Horse Racing; B-Shadai Farm
(Jpn); -14,164,000.
3--Dancing Prince (Jpn), 123, c, 4, Pas de Trois (Jpn)--Little
Blessing (Jpn), by Bubble Gum Fellow (Jpn). O-Chizu Yoshida;
B-Shadai Farm (Jpn); -9,082,000.
Margins: NK, NK, 1 3/4. Odds: 6.80, 2.00, 2.40.
Also Ran: Daimei Fuji (Jpn), Suzuka Cause Line (Jpn), London
Tesoro (Jpn), Shuji (Jpn), Sabuno Junior (Jpn), Yida Pegasus (Jpn),
T O Genius (Jpn), Due Process (Jpn), Hiro Shige Gold (Jpn), Saita
Three Red (Jpn), No Fear (Jpn), Forte (Jpn), Jo Kana Chan (Jpn).
Click for the JRA chart & video or the free Equineline.com
catalogue-style pedigree.
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1:08.97. B-Adam Sangster (Vic). *1ST HONG KONG START.
**$80,000 Ylg >18 INGMAR; NZ$300,000 2yo >18 NZBRTR.
***1/2 to Modoc (Haradasun), GSP-Aus, $169,050. VIDEO
Golden Sixty, g, 5, Medaglia d=Oro (USA). See >TDN Europe.=
Authentic Champ, g, 5, Star Witness--Considerable, by Casino
Prince. Sha Tin, 12-13, Hcp. ($171k), 1400m, 1:22.36. B-J & M
Equine (NSW). *$110,000 Ylg >17 INGFEB; $180,000 2yo >17
INGRTR. VIDEO

IN HONG KONG:
Winning Dreamer, g, 4, Deep Field (Aus)--Markisa (GSP-NZ), by
Danehill (USA). Sha Tin, 12-13, Hcp. ($401k), 1200m, 1:08.85.
B-Goodson & Perron Family Trust. *1/2 to Ocean Jewel (Aus)
(Ocean Park), SW-Aus, US$145,368. **NZ$300,000 Ylg >18
NZBJAN. ***Remained unbeaten in six starts. VIDEO
Lucky Patch, g, 4, El Roca (Aus)--Gould (Aus), by Danehill
Dancer (Ire). Sha Tin, 12-13, Hcp. (NZ$273k), 1400m, 1:21.63.
B-G Harvey. *A$40,000 Ylg >18 MMJUN. VIDEO

Aushorse 2021 Investors’ Guide
Enthaar Targets Blue Diamond
Memphis Rock Suffers Sesamoid Injury
Toronado’s Master Montaro Impresses in HK
Australian Guineas on Beltoro’s Radar

IN HONG KONG:
Tourbillon Diamond, g, 4, Olympic Glory (Ire)--Modave (NZ), by
Montjeu (Ire). Sha Tin, 12-12, Hcp. ($377k), 1600m, 1:34.53.
B-Arrowfield Group Pty Ltd, Jungle Pocket Pty Ltd (NSW). *1/2
to Perfect Match (Not A Single Doubt), GSP-HK, $1,289,144.
**G1SP-Aus. ****Formerly Eric the Eel. *****$7,000 Ylg >18
MMJUN. VIDEO
Master Montaro, g, 4, Toronado (Ire)--Circus Polka, by
Stravinsky (USA). Sha Tin, 12-13, Hcp. ($257k), 1200m,
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